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Abstract
Under the presence of external magnetic fields with cylindrical symmetry, Skyrmion-string defects
with arbitrary topological charges are shown to appear in spinor F = 1 Bose-Einstein condensates.
We show that, depending on the magnetic field boundary condition, the topological spin texture,
at the planes perpendicular to the cylindrical axis, can take zero, half integer, or arbitrary values
between −1/2 and 1/2. We argue that these are true topological defects since their charge is
independent of the spatial location of the singularity and since the total Skyrmion charge is the sum
of the individual charges of the defects present. Our findings are obtained by numerically solving
the corresponding fully coupled Gross-Pitaevskii equations without any symmetry assumptions.
We analyze, both, polar 23Na and ferromagnetic 87Rb condensates.
∗ romero@fisica.unam.mx
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I. INTRODUCTION
The appearance of Skyrmions [1] range from systems in nuclear physics [2], supercon-
ductivity [3], magnetic solid state physics [4, 5], liquid crystals [6], and Bose-Einstein con-
densates (BEC), thus becoming a topological unifying framework for seemingly different
physical phenomena. In BEC systems, starting from early proposals to create and observe
topological defects [7–11] to recent ones [12–16] carried on several experimental realizations
already been achieved[17–22]. In particular, for the spinor F = 1 BEC that concerns us
here, an intense recent activity on Skyrmions has developed [16, 18, 23, 24].
Skyrmions are topological defects of a given spatial vector field or order-parameter of the
system in question, that can be classified in terms of homotopy groups of the corresponding
field [25–27]. There are versions in two- and three-dimensions and, typically, the Skyrmion
topological charge is either an integer or a half-integer [7, 28, 29]. For a three-dimensional
spinor F = 1 Bose-Einstein condensate, the field that develops the Skyrmion defects is the
spin texture, a real measurable quantity. We analyze different phases in the mentioned
spinor BEC, that show a two-dimensional, and the same, Skyrmion topological defect in all
planes perpendicular to a privileged axis; thus our naming of “Skyrmion-string” [30]. While
this system has been the focus of great attention [10, 16, 22–24, 31–33], we report here a
novel aspect regarding the value of the acquired Skyrmion charge, namely, that depending
particularly on boundary conditions of the external magnetic field that nucleates the vortices
and Skyrmions in the spinor BEC, the 2D Skyrmion charge in each plane may take arbitrary
values. As we discuss in detail below, while the appropriate topological identification of the
defect shown may need further elucidation in terms of topology theory, we support our claim
that the defects are of a topological nature since their charge is independent of the location
of the defect and, when there are more than one defect present, the total charge is the sum
of the individual charges.
Our study is based on the full numerical solution of the 3D spinor F = 1 Gross-Pitaevskii
(GP) equations, without assuming any symmetry of the solution [34]. We analyze both polar
and ferromagnetic condensates, with parameters corresponding to actual values of 87Rb and
23Na [35]. In addition to the numerical analysis, we discuss analytic results to support our
discussion. Regarding the numerical study, we search for stationary states of N confined,
weakly interacting bosons of spin F = 1, in the presence of an external magnetic field, whose
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energy functional is,
E[Ψˆ] =
∫
d3r
[
~2
2m
∇Ψ∗n · ∇Ψn + Vext(~r)Ψ∗nΨn
+
c0
2
Ψ∗nΨnΨ
∗
kΨk +
c2
2
Ψ∗k ~FknΨn ·Ψ∗j ~FjlΨl
+ p ~B ·Ψ∗n ~FnkΨk
]
.
(1)
The confining potential, Vext(~r) = mω
2(x2 + y2 + z2)/2 is an isotropic harmonic optical trap
with frequency ω = 2pi × 130 Hz; c0 and c2 are the usual two-body interaction parameters
as defined by Ho [36], with c2 < 0 for ferromagnetic phases and c2 > 0 for polar ones, in the
absence of the external field ~B. The vector ~F are the F = 1 angular momentum matrices.
The latin subindices run over the three components of spin F = 1. The last term is the
linear Zeeman coupling to the external magnetic field ~B, with strength p < 0.
We consider external magnetic fields of the form, ~B = B0 ((x− x0)x− (y − y0)y) +
Bz(r)z, with r = ((x− x0)2 + (y− y0)2)1/2 and (x0, y0) an arbitrary location inside the con-
densate planes. Two different types of the z-component are studied. In one case, Bz(r) =
constant, which can take any value, including zero. In the second case, Bz(r) = Bzr, with
Bz 6= 0. The main difference of these two fields is their behavior as r →∞. In the first case,
the direction of the field ~B/| ~B| → x cosφ−y sinφ, with tanφ = y/x the planar polar angle;
that is, if Bz = constant, the ~B field lies always on the xy-plane as r →∞. However, in the
second case, the asymptotic direction of the ~B field no longer points on the plane, but in a
direction defined by the values of B0 and Bz,
~B
| ~B| →
B0(x cosφ− y sinφ) + Bzz
(B20 + B2z)1/2
as r →∞. (2)
Our numerical analysis shows that in the presence of the ~B field, the polar and ferromagnetic
character is lost as r → ∞, the gas behaving as “paramagnetic” with the spin texture
pointing along the direction of the field. Thus, as we show below, the first case yields
Skyrmions with charges 0, and ±1/2 always, while the second one gives rise to Skyrmions
with arbitrary non-integer charge. In both cases, due to the zero of ~B along the line (x0, y0),
there appear well defined vortices with charges 0,±1, and ±2. [37] This is discussed in
Section II. In Section III, we present the analysis concerning the Skyrmions topological
charges, and we conclude with some remarks in Section IV.
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II. VORTICES AND SKYRMIONS IN SPINOR CONDENSATES
As already known [21, 37–39], magnetic fields of the type here considered, generate quan-
tized vortices on the spin condensate components, along the line (x0, y0). As it is shown in
Ref. [37], since the line or lines of zero field are at our disposal, one can create vortices, of
the Mermin-Ho type [28], at arbitrary locations. Here, we show that a Skyrmion-string is
also created at the same lines of zero field and, hence, they can also be externally created
on demand.
Our numerical solutions of the corresponding GP equations indicate the existence of two
or three stationary states [40], that may be called “ground” and “excited” states, depend-
ing on their corresponding chemical potential values. In order to classify those states we
use the notation for Mermin-Ho vortices, namely, we find states (1, 0,−1), (0,−1,−2) and
(+2,+1, 0), whose notation (l,m, n) represents vortices of charge l, m and n in the spinor
components mF = +1, 0,−1 of the field Ψˆ. Fig. 1 shows the observed vortex-Skyrmion
phases, in terms of the equilibrium chemical potential µ as a function of z−component of
the external fields analyzed. The left panel of Fig. 1 refer to the case of Bz = constant,
while the right one to Bz = Bzr, and in both cases we show the results for ferromagnetic
(87Rb) and polar (23Na) phases. In both situations one sees that if Bz = 0, (+1,0,-1) is the
ground state and (+2,+1, 0) and (0,−1,−2) are degenerated excited states. As Bz is turned
on, the states (+1,0,-1) exist for both signs of Bz, while (+2,+1,0) exists always for Bz < 0,
becoming (numerically) unstable for value of Bz > 0 above a threshold. The opposite is
true for (0,-1,-2). We defer a discussion of the stability of the states to the last part of the
article.
The vortex classification of the above spinor BEC states can be fairly understood from
the following considerations. The solution of the three GP equations for a F = 1 BEC can
be written, in general, as
Ψˆ(~r) =
√
ρ(~r)

ζ+1(~r)e
iθ+(~r)
ζ0(~r)e
iθ0(~r)
ζ−1(~r)eiθ−(~r)
 (3)
where ρ(~r) = Ψˆ†(~r)Ψˆ(~r) is the total particle density of the condensate. The amplitudes
ζm(~r) are real functions, obeying ζ
2
+1(~r) + ζ
2
0 (~r) + ζ
2
−1(~r) = 1 everywhere. An analysis of
the vortex solutions, if they exist and if single valuedness is imposed, leads to the following
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FIG. 1. (Color online). Chemical potential µ as a function of Bz = constant, left panel, and as a
function of Bz, right panel, for the case Bz = Bzr, both for a ferromagnetic condensate 87Rb and
a polar one 23Na. The labels (+2,+1,0), (+1,0,-1) and (0,-1,-2), indicate the three different vortex
phases. These states are numerically stable, see text.
general results [37]: (1) Only two components can show a vortex, say ζα → 0 and ζβ → 0 as
r → 0, with θα 6= 0 and θβ 6= 0, while the third one, ζγ → 1 as r → 0, and θγ = 0. And, (2)
the phases differences obey θm − θm−1 = φ, with φ the polar angle. These two conditions
imply the appearance of three vortex solutions, with boundary conditions at r → 0 and with
charges θm = Qmφ, given by
(1, 0,−1)
ζ+1 → 0 , ζ0 → 1 , ζ−1 → 0 as r → 0
Q+1 = +1 , Q0 = 0 , Q−1 = −1 . (4)
(+2,+1, 0)
ζ+1 → 0 , ζ0 → 0 , ζ−1 → 1 as r → 0
Q+1 = +2 , Q0 = 1 , Q−1 = 0 . (5)
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(0,−1,−2)
ζ+1 → 1 , ζ0 → 0 , ζ−1 → 0 as r → 0
Q+1 = 0 , Q0 = −1 , Q−1 = −2 . (6)
Fig. 2 shows the velocity field ~vk =
~
m
∇Φk of the condensate spinor components Ψk, with
tan Φk = ImΨk/ReΨk, as well as the their particle density ρk = (Ψ
∗
kΨk)
1/2, in the z = 0
plane. The vortices and the corresponding density spikes, ζm → 1 as r → 0, can be clearly
observed. For the other cases, Bz =constant and Bz = Bzr, these vortex structures remain
and, at first sight, look as in Fig. 2. Certainly, as shown below, one can tailor external fields
with more than one vortex per component.
FIG. 2. Typical velocity ~vk and density fields ρk of the condensate spinor components Ψk, in
the z = 0 plane. The density spike in the components with no vortices are due to the boundary
condition of the spinor at r = 0, see Eqs. (4)-(6).
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We now turn to the spin texture description. For this, it first appears convenient to
factorize the phase of the 0-component of the full solution Ψˆ(~r), Eq. (3), and write
Ψˆ(~r) =
√
ρ(~r)eiθ0(~r)ζˆ(~r) (7)
where
ζˆ(~r) =

ζ+1(~r)e
iδ+(~r)
ζ0(~r)
ζ−1(~r)eiδ−(~r)
 (8)
with δm = θm− θ0. We shall leave the ~r dependence implicit in the foregoing analysis. As it
is common, a 3D complex vector ~a = (ax, ay, az) can be introduced, with ax =
1√
2
(ζ−1eiδ+ −
ζ+1e
iδ−), ay =
−i√
2
(ζ−1eiδ+ + ζ+1eiδ−), and az = ζ0, obeying ~a · ~a∗ = 1. This vector can be
further decomposed in its real and imaginary parts, ~a = ~aR + i ~aI .
The magnetization, a physical observable, is given by Ψˆ† ~F Ψˆ = ρ~f , with ~f = ζˆ† ~F ζˆ the
spin texture. Using the above decomposition of the state, the spin texture can be expressed
as ~f = 2~aR×~aI . Let us analyze this expression for different cases. The simplest one is when
the full Zeeman contribution is zero, namely ~B = 0 in Eq. (1). The solution, as shown by Ho
[36], is that for the polar case, c2 < 0, ~a is real and ~f = 0. For the ferromagnetic case, c2 > 0,
~f = ~f0, a constant vector everywhere, which by an appropriate rotation can be brought to
the case ζ+1 = 1, ζ0 = ζ−1 = 0, namely ~f = z. For ~B 6= 0, the polar and ferromagnetic
characters are overridden and the three types of quantum-vortex phases appear.
The above spinor vortex structures have an additional associated topological defect that
one may call a “string-Skyrmion” due to the presence of the external magnetic field. That
is, while the trap imposes its spherical symmetry on the total density ρ(~r), the external
magnetic field imposes its additional cylindrical symmetry on the texture field ~f , as one
should expect on physical grounds. Hence, the spin texture does not depend on the z
coordinate, ~f = ~f(x, y), and furthermore, it shows cylindrical symmetry around the location
of the zero line of the ~B field. Thus the “string” qualifier. In other words, the spin texture
shows the same geometric and topological structure in all z−planes .
The connection between the vortex solutions and the Skyrmions can be found as follows.
An important step lies in the restriction on the phases of the vortex structure, θm−θm−1 = φ.
This restriction yields the phase requirement θ+1 + θ−1−2θ0 = 0, which in turn, and only in
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this case, makes the set (~aR,~aI , ~f) an orthogonal triad (group O(3)). Their explicit form is
~aR =
ζ−1 − ζ+1√
2
ρ + ζ0z (9)
~aI = −ζ−1 + ζ+1√
2
δ (10)
and, hence,
~f = (ζ2+1 − ζ2−1)z+
√
2ζ0(ζ+1 + ζ−1)ρ. (11)
The unit vectors are ρ = x cos δ + y sin δ and δ = −x sin δ + y cos δ, with δ = δ− = −δ+.
The angle δ spans 0 → 2pi, since it is actually the phase of the wavefunctions that yield
the vortex charges, however, it is not the polar angle tanφ = y/x. Nevertheless, the triad
unit vector (ρ, δ, z) together with r = (x2 + y2)1/2 and z span the space with cylindrical
symmetry. This is important, as we shall return below, since far from the singularity, ρ
tends to align to the in-plane component of the ~B-field, namely, to (x cosφ− y sinφ). It is
also important to mention that while ~aR and ~aI depend on the choice of the global phase,
as shown in Eq. (7), ~f does not. This is because ~f is an observable and ~aR and ~aI are not.
Since the (real) spinor components depend only on r, ζm = ζm(r), the spin texture can
be written as ~f = fz(r)z + fr(r)ρ, and the components fz and fr can be read off of Eq.
(11). With these, the existence or not of an Skyrmion structure in any plane z =constant,
can be checked. To this end one recalls that the 2D Skyrmion charge is given by
Q2Dsky =
1
4pi
∫∫
dxdy ~f ·
(
∂ ~f
∂x
× ∂
~f
∂y
)
, (12)
which, with the cylindrical symmetry of ~f , can be cast as,
Q2Dsky =
1
2
∫ ∞
0
fr
(
fz
dfr
dr
− fr dfz
dr
)
dr. (13)
There exists, however, an additional important constraint for the cases studied in this work,
except for the polar vortex (+1,0,-1), namely, that ~f · ~f = 1 everywhere. Although we have
not been able to prove this constraint rigorously, our numerical solutions demonstrate it.
This restriction may be written as f 2z + f
2
r = 1, which further implies that the Skyrmion
charge, Eq.(13), can be cast as,
Q2Dsky =
1
2
(fz(0)− fz(∞)) if ~f · ~f = 1. (14)
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That is, if ~f · ~f = 1 everywhere, the Skyrmion charge is given solely by (one-half) the
difference of the boundary values of the z−component of the spin texture. The boundary
value at r = 0 can always be found, as can be seen from Eqs. (4)-(6) and (11), however,
the boundary value at r →∞ cannot be directly accessed since the confining harmonic trap
allows for calculations up to the Thomas-Fermi radius of the atomic cloud only. Below,
along the presentation of our results, we show how we circumvent this difficulty and how we
find trustable values of the topological charges.
III. SKYRMIONS IN MAGNETIC FIELDS WITH DIFFERENT BOUNDARY
CONDITIONS
As discussed in the previous section, the vortex structures (+2,+1,0), (+1,0,-1) and (0,-1,-
2) each have associated their own spin textures and Skyrmion defects. Moreover, although
the spin texture of the vortex (+1,0,-1) does not satisfy ~f · ~f = 1 everywhere, because
~f → 0 as r → 0, it is still clear that the boundary conditions are essential to determine
the Skyrmion charges. The boundary conditions at r = 0 are completely determined by
the corresponding vortex structure, as shown by Eqs. (4)-(6). However, supported by our
calculations, the boundary values at r → ∞ depend on the external ~B-field. We find that
far from the vortex singularity, ~f tends to align to the direction of the magnetic field ~B.
This can be further understood by looking at the expression for the energy E[Ψ], Eq. (1),
in which the Zeeman term can be written as p ~B ·Ψ∗n ~FnkΨk = p| ~B|ρ( ~B/| ~B|) · ~f . Since p < 0
in our calculations, this term tends to minimize the energy when ~B/| ~B| and ~f are parallel.
We discuss separately the three general cases. Fig. 3 illustrate the spin texture ~f for several
typical Skyrmions.
A. Bz = 0
First, for completeness, we review the case in the absence of a z-component of the ~B-field,
namely, Bz = 0. For the vortex solution (+1,0,-1), by symmetry (and numerically verified)
ζ2+1 = ζ
2
−1 for all r, hence, fz = 0, see Eq.(11). That is, the vector ~f not only lies on the
xy-plane, it becomes zero as r → 0. Its Skyrmion charge is thus zero, Q2Dsky(+1, 0,−1) = 0.
This is the so-called polar coreless vortex [38]. For the vortices (+2,+1,0) and (0,-1,-2), Eqs.
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FIG. 3. Skyrmion spin textures ~f . (a) (+1,0,-1), Q2Dsky = 0, Bz = 0. (b) (+2,+1,0), Q
2D
sky = −1/2,
Bz = 0. (c) (+2,+1,0), Q
2D
sky = 0.37 Bz = −0.25r. (d) (+1,0,-1), Q2Dsky = −0.19. Bz = −r. (e) Two
Skyrmions (+2,+1,0) + (0,-1,-2), Q2Dsky = +1/2− 1/2 = 0, Bz = 0. (f) 2D view of two Skyrmions,
Bz = 0, the alignment of ~f to the ~B-field far from the singularities.
(5), (6) and (11), show that fr → −1 and fr → +1, respectively, as r → 0. The numerical
solutions further show that ζ2+1 = ζ
2
−1 as r → ∞, namely fr → 0 as r → ∞ for both cases.
See Fig (+2,+1,0) as example of this case. Hence, one finds that the vortex (+2,+1,0) has an
associated Skyrmion charge Q2Dsky(+2,+1, 0) = −1/2 and, analogously, the vortex (0,-1,-2)
has Q2Dsky(0,−1,−2) = +1/2. We also calculated these charge values by integrating directly
Q2Dsky, using the full equation (12), finding values very close to ±1/2.
B. Bz = constant
We now consider a constant z−component of the external ~B-field, but different from zero.
If Bz > 0, the vortex structure remains the same as before but, as seen in Fig. 1, the most
stable case is now (+2,+1,0). For Bz < 0, the situation is reversed and the stable phase
is (0,-1,-2). A direct calculation of Q2Dsky using the definition given by Eq. (12) shows that
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the charge is apparently not zero for the polar Skyrmion (+1,0,-1) and different from ±1/2
for (+2,+1,0) and (0,-1,-2) (Results not shown here). This is a numerical artifact, however,
because the cloud reaches out up to the Thomas-Fermi radius only, namely, the particle
density is numerically negligible beyond it. That is, notwithstanding that the structure of
the spin texture ~f is modified by the Bz 6= 0 component, we assert that the topological
charges remain 0 for the polar Skyrmion (+1,0,-1) and ±1/2 for (+2,+1,0) and (0,-1,-2).
To verify this, we calculated the spin texture for the cases where the ~B−field has its zero
line at (x0 = 0, y0 = 0) and also at (x0 6= 0, y0 6= 0). As expected, the vortex structure
remains the same, except that the vortices are centered now at the corresponding values
(x0, y0). To see the effect on the Skyrmions we show Fig. 4. The upper panel shows the
z−component of the spin texture, fz(r), for vortices (+2,+1,0) with different values of Bz,
and in which we have superposed the solutions with (x0 = 0, y0 = 0), marked with dots,
with those of (x0 6= 0, y0 6= 0), with continuous lines. It can be clearly seen that as r grows,
fz keeps diminishing with no bound. We take this as an evidence that as r → ∞, it must
be true that fz → 0 and, therefore, that the topological Skyrmion charge is −1/2 in this
case. Incidentally, the fact that the charge is the same, independently of the location of the
defect, tell us that it is of a topological nature. For the case (+1,0,-1), lower panel in Fig. 4,
we see that the spin texture structure changes strongly from Bz = 0 to Bz 6= 0, however, the
topological charge remains zero. We conclude this from a direct calculation of the Skyrmion
charge for larger values of the cutoff of the radial integral Eq.(13). The explanation that
as r → ∞, fz(r) → 0, for all these cases, thus yielding charges 0 or ±1/2 independently
of the value of Bz =constant, is that far from the defect location, (x0, y0), the spin texture
~f becomes paramagnetic in the sense that it gets aligned to the direction of the external
~B-field. Since this field points along the xy-plane as r →∞, hence fz(r)→ 0. This insight
suggests to consider the other case of the ~B-field, which can be made to point at arbitrary
directions, such that the boundary value of fz(r), at r → ∞, can be also made to point to
such a direction. For completeness and to reinforce the topological nature of the defects,
we plot in Fig. 5 the profile of two Skyrmion defects of the same type in the cloud, one
case with the same sign of the charges and the other with opposite signs, thus yielding the
double of the charge and zero respectively.
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FIG. 4. Spin texture component fz as a function of r, for different values of Bz = constant, for the
vortex structure (+2,+1,0), upper panel, and (+1,0,-1), lower panel. The dotted lines corresponds
to a magnetic field centered at (x0 = 0, y0 = 0), while the continuous ones to a (x0 = 0, y0 = 2).
This constitutes an indication that fz → 0 as r →∞.
C. Bz = Bzr
We turn our attention now to the case with Bz = Bzr, which implies that, as r →∞, the
~B-field can be made to point at any arbitrary direction, depending on the values of B0 and
Bz, see Eq.(2). Figures 6 illustrate typical results of this case. The first refers to vortices
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FIG. 5. Spin texture components fz as a function of r, for two defects, one located (x0 ≈ −3.6, y0 =
0) and the other at (x0 ≈ 3.6, y0 = 0), with charges (+1/2, +1/2) and (+1/2-1/2), yieldingQ2Dsky = 1
and Q2Dsky = 0, respectively.
(+2,+1,0) and the second one to (+1,0,-1). Again, we have superimposed defects created
at (x0 = 0, y0 = 0) and (x0 6= 0, y0 6= 0) to check that the asymptotic behavior is correctly
inferred: In all cases, we find that as r → ∞, fz(r) 6→ 0, as expected, due to fact that ~f
aligns to the corresponding asymptotic direction of ~B-field. This yields topological charges
of arbitrary values. Fig 7 summarizes the topological charges obtained for all cases, as the
amplitude Bz is varied. It shows that the topological charges not only take all values from
-1/2 to +1/2, but they can go beyond to higher values, for the corresponding numerically
stable cases Bz < 0 and Bz < 0) for (+2,+1,0) and (0,-1,-2) respectively. We have verified
that for (+2,+1,0) and (0,-1-2), both formulae, Eq.(12) and (14), agree thus supporting our
conclusions. The topological nature can again be assured from the standpoint of view that
the charge does not depend on the spatial location of the defect and that the charges of
several defects add up.
IV. FINAL COMMENTS
To the best of our knowledge, there are no previous reports on Skyrmions with arbi-
trary topological charges, thus, there remains as a task the full elucidation of whether this
13
FIG. 6. Spin texture component fz as a function of r, for different values of Bz = constant, for the
vortex structure (+2,+1,0), upper panel, and (+1,0,-1), lower panel. The dotted lines corresponds
to a magnetic field centered at (x0 = 0, y0 = 0), while the continuous ones to a (x0 = 0, y0 = 2).
This constitutes an indication that fz → 0 as r →∞.
property can be fully considered as of topological nature. Such a problem is beyond the
scope of the present study. Nevertheless, we insist that this result follows very simple from
expression (14) of the Q2Dsky Skyrmion topological charge, which tells us that the value can
be anything, from −1/2 to −1/2, depending solely on the boundary values of the spin tex-
ture. Moreover, the topological nature of the defects also shows by finding that the values
14
FIG. 7. (Color online) Skyrmion topological charges Q2Dsky as a function of the amplitude Bz of the
component Bz = Bzr of the external magnetic field. Upper panel corresponds to 87Rb, lower one
to 23Na. vortex structures (+2,+1,0), (+1,0,-1), (0,-1-2) are indicated.
of the charges are independent of the location of the singularity axis and by checking that
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the charges of multiple defects add up. The simplest explanation is that the the texture
becomes paramagnetic away from the location of the defect and, hence, the boundary values
can be adjusted by appropriately tailoring the external magnetic field ~B. The “arbitrary”
value of this topological charge is also reminiscent of the arbitrariness of Berry phases in
spin systems.
An important question left to be addressed is the stability of the states here considered.
We have numerically tested this stability criterion as follows. First, we recall that the states
are found through a minimization numerical procedure of the energy functional given by
Eq. (1), which is equivalent to solving the time-independent GP equation. Part of this
procedure allows to finding the corresponding chemical potential. If the state is stationary,
it should not evolve under the propagation of the time-dependent GP. Thus, the states found
were evolved for more than 100 time units, approximately 50 milliseconds for the systems
here considered, and they remained completely stable for those times. Some of our cases,
as mentioned above, have been shown to be stable in in Ref.[38]. We are thus confident of
their stability.
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